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FREEDOM TEST / “REAL” VIRTUAL REALITY/ ASK THE WHITE GIRL

It wasn’t 

REAL 

People! 
(Virtual Reality) 

The staff of the Nubian Network 

The Cosby show was a part of 

social engineering. Keep it real. 

Theo, Rudy, and the rest weren’t 

real people. They had so many 

people watching, the show it spilled 

over to A Different World. Dwayne 

and Whitley weren’t real either 

people.  Bill Cosby had to sell 

plenty of Toyotas, microwave 

ovens, color TVs, car insurance, 

life insurance, pudding and some 

Jell-o to keep it planted in your 

minds. If your history and well 

being are based on the Cosby 

Show, you can always go to the 

cartoon Channel and relive your 

history! The Situation comedy 

wasn’t real people. They were 

actors with scripts and parts.  To 

this day no one is sure if they 

helped to drive you crazy or batty!   

Martin Luther King Jr. didn’t write 

the “I Had a Dream” speech. 

Clarence Jones was his speech 

writer so he could keep it real. He 

just brought some of his and the 

Civil Rights crowds thoughts to the 

general public and made them 

worth remembering. Most people 

can’t remember any other speech 

he did or that he wrote. Who knows 

if he wrote any of his speeches in 

their entirety! Nothing wrong with 

having a speech writer or using a 

teleprompter, but you have got to 

know what’s UP! Don’t get it 

twisted. 

Gladys Knight and the Pips did not 

catch no Midnight Train to Georgia 

Shawty! I know some people 

bumped, grinded and cried to it, but 

you got all overly emotional over 

somebody else’s imagination set to 

music, wax and plastic Yo. Jim 

Weatherly wrote the lyrics and 

Gladys and the Pips just brought 

those lyrics to life. Don’t you get to 

tripping on any trains in Georgia.   

YOU ARE NOT A BROKE ASS; 

YOU ARE JUST HAVING A 

LEAP OF FAITH! 

Remember when that kid in 

elementary school wanted to meet 

and fight you after school, because 

you told her that Santa Claus 

wasn’t real? Now she’s over 21, 

living in virtual reality and teaching 

her kids the same thing. She teach 

about the Easter Bunny too. Virtual 

reality can be a bytch. .  

Aunt Jemima and Uncle Ben are 

not real. They do not own any 

Black companies’ anywhere. They 

are just social engineering tools in 

advertising to get people to buy pan 

cake mix and rice. It’s been 

working for years and they have 

creeped into millions of people’s 

minds. Ain’t your Ma Ma on the 

pan cake box. Don’t get bent out of 

shape Aunt Jemima wasn’t and 

isn’t real Shawty!  

The CALL GIRLS you see on 

those late night call infomercials 

are not who you are going to be 

talking to Yo. Don’t get it twisted. 

You are charged per minute and 

you really talking to somebody’s 

grandmother, aunty or a room full 

of crack heads on a phone bank. 

You can call them Cougars if you 

want to. Keep it real dummy! You 

can blow up your parent’s phone 

bill if you want to. You ain’t been 

bamboozled, you might just be 

dumb.  

SCIENCE FICTION AIN’T 

REAL. You have traveled beyond 

the Matrix and Zion to 

BABYLON! You in the middle of 

virtual reality Drama Land! 

Queen Latifah isn’t really a Queen 

people. She is a hip hopper who has 

made the transition over to singer 

and actress. She has an agent and 

 

WHAT HAPPENS 

TO US WITH TOO 

MUCH 

VIRTUAL 

REALITY! 
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has to sign contracts to do what 

she//he do. She has to sell 

cosmetics, weaves, Nike, Reeboks, 

water filters, Ragu, Tacos, Mickey 

D’s, Seven Elevens, Hot Pockets, 

corn chips and some lipstick to the 

watching and listening audiences. 

If she doesn’t sell, she won’t be 

nobody’s queen for long. If you 

think she is representing you and 

your community, she very well 

could be. Take another look at 

yourself! Perhaps gay is the new 

Black or she / he is the Queen of 

Studs. Whatever!  U-N-I-T-Y! 

Yeah right, she//he was just trying 

to be real! Nobody knows what you 

doing, but it wasn’t real! 

Riley Grand Dad Freeman, Uncle 

Ruckus just might be swimming in 

your head. They ain’t real Shawty. 

They are just figments of another 

person’s creativity. Get it; they 

ain’t real, even if you can relate to 

the script. You will never be 

walking down the street and run up 

on Huey! But if you stay on the 

streets, somebody will run up on 

you. That’s just keeping it real!  

Scooby Doo,  the Gecko lizard, 

May hem, Flo, All State Man, 

Elephant Man and all those make 

you buy insurance creatures ain’t 

real partner. Keep it real. They just 

use animals and stupid stuff to 

convince stupid people to buy their 

products. It works! What kind of 

insurance you got? Somebody 

might wanna get paid when you 

kick the bucket. That would be 

“real” nice! 

Billie Holiday did not write the 

song Strange Fruit. Some white boy 

did. She just brought their lyrics to 

life and took them to another level. 

By the way, Black men and women 

weren’t the only people getting 

lynched. Just keeping it real.  

IN VIRTUAL REALITY, MOST 

OF THE FOOD YOU ARE 

EATING IS NOT REAL FOOD! 

Who is Puffy, P-Diddy, Biggie, 

Snoop, Rev Run, Queen whoever, 

Flava Flav, Sistah Souljah, LL 

Cool J, Nellie, Dr. Dre, Ice Cube, 

Ice Tea, Sasha Fierce, ODB, Big 

Daddy Kane, Jay-Z, Scar Face, 

Eminem, Red Man, Lil Kim, KRS-

One, Nicki Minaj, DMX, Rihanna, 

Ghost Face and all these characters 

assembled in ya minds. Is there 

something wrong with you? What 

kind of acid, molly, crack, or X trip 

are you on? If and when you grow 

up, who do you plan on telling 

about your fantasy? Talk about the 

Matrix, the Rabbit, Hole, Never 

Land and Wonderful World of OZ! 

You can add the world of Hip Hop 

to that. Don’t remind your children 

how gullible and stupid you can be. 

Having most all of your friends into 

the same trick bag should make you 

feel like a playa! Maybe you an 

OG…Original Gullible!  

Keep it real!  Twitter, Face Book, 

You Tube, Google, and any other 

Social networks have people 

recruiting and advertising for them 

for free. They got some retards 

working and making money for 

them virtually and getting paid less 

than Mexican minimum wage. 

Very few people get paid a dam 

thing except a few advertisers, the 

owners and controllers. The 

owners, controllers and stock 

holders get paid quite handsomely. 

They take in millions and the 

“subscribers”, “liker’s” and booty 

lickers do everything for free to 

help them out. The subscribers 

don’t even qualify for minimum 

wage. . They must really be 

keeping it real. They have people 

actually thinking they got friends, 

comrades or whatever in virtual 

reality. Why didn’t Black folks 

think of that? We like policing for 

free and making shyt up and saying 

who’s real and who ain’t. . We like 

keeping it real for the sake of 

keeping it real. Then some fake 

chump got the nerve to say people 

on Twitter and Face Box are fake. 

Why your fake ass on something 

you know is fake? Oh, that’s 

right…you keeping it real on some 

kind of time line you know ain’t 

real! Whatever! 

SCANDAL AIN’T REAL YO! 
Keep ya panties on, while watching 

other’s take theirs off! With all the 

people getting broken off, they are 

soon gonna have a virtual reality 

DNA test! WHO’S BABY IS IT? 

We all need a Sky daddy to keep it 

real in virtual reality. We need an 

almighty Sky Daddy, because we 

all know we have short coming and 

everybody around us has short 

coming. Except, we the only ones 

that have the magic to get Sky 

Daddy to open his gates, when we 

pass on over and let us in. Sky 

daddy even sent his son, his profits, 

his mouth pieces, his bishops, the 

Ark and Ten Commandments, 0ver 

300 Bibles and whatnot! Sky 

Daddy is the biggest man, because 

he can’t be a woman. Women can 

only serve and praise him and him 

alone, for the most part. Sky Daddy 

just keeping it real we suppose. Sky 

Daddy doesn’t have any 

competition. If he does, Sky daddy 

knows how to make war on the 

competition and have a monopoly. 

Sky Daddy and his profit pimps 

know everything. Just keeping it 

real! 

By the way, Sanford and Son 

wasn’t real people. You won’t be 

seeing Fred, Lamont, Aunt Ester, 

Grady or Bubba in your daily 

travels. You can blow that out of ya 

mind. Wizzie and George Jefferson 

ain’t real either. Even if you move 

on up to the East Side, to a deluxe 

apartment in the sky, right beside 

your Sky Daddy! Watching 

television has taken up most of the 

space in your brain with fictional 

characters. Sleep on it Shawty and 

when you wake up, they still there!  

Living in the Belly of the 

Beast, when Black folks 
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backs are against the wall, 

if our heads are right, we 

do whatever it is we have to 

do to survive. But don’t run 

around talking about 

somebody fake , frontin’ or 

perpetrating a fraud,  if you 

ain’t keeping it all the way 

real yourself, 24/7.  You 

ARE LIVING IN 

SOMEBDOT ELSE’S 

VIRTUAL REALITY.  You 

taking the leap of faith to 

believe you are sane and 

free. You just might go 

from cradle to grave, 

keeping it real, but most of 

you will probably never 

know what it means TO BE 

FREE, let alone REAL!  

THE GOSPEL 

ACCORDING 

TO AFRIKANS 

 
This is not virtual reality. 

These words and quotes are 

attempts to get you out of 

virtual reality and to start 

doing some thinking on 

your own and break some 

of the controls others have 

on you.  

WE WHO BELIEVE IN 

FREEDOM 

The Gospel According To 

Ella Baker 

“Until the killing of Black men, 

Black mother’s sons, becomes as 

important to the rest of the country 

as the killing of a White mother’s 

son, we who believe in freedom 

cannot rest until this happens!” 

THE PROBLEM 

The Gospel According To 

Tyree Scott 

“You can’t just leave those who 

created the problem in charge of 

the solution!” 

THE BLACK PRESS 

The Gospel According To 

Kevin Oliveira 

“The Black Press in very important 

today! And to perpetuate its 

existence, we must financially 

support our various publications. In 

addition, we must encourage our 

young, promising writers to write, 

so we can sweep away the “filth of 

falsehood” from the pages of 

revisionist history.” 

“Let’s tell our story as only we can 

tell it, not just for Black History 

Month, but from generation to 

generation.” 

PROFESSIONAL NEGRO 

The Gospel According To 

Marcus Garvey 

“The professional Negro leader 

feels that it is too much work for 

them to settle down, and build up a 

civilization of their own. They feel 

that it is easier to seize onto the 

civilization of the white man-.” 

WHO KNOWS THE 

NEGRO BEST? 

The Gospel According To 

Marcus Garvey 

“White people knew the Negro 

better than the Negro knew himself. 

They knew that the Negro would 

spend every dollar, nickel, and 

penny he earned. White people 

planned to get back every penny 

they paid the Negro in salary. The 

Negro hasn’t sense enough to see 

it. Negros love luxuries, they 

bought silk shirts that cost 10 

dollars apiece. They bought dresses 

and suits that cost 100 dollars. No 

other race of people have lived like 

this. The Jews save at least 50% of 

what they earn. The Italians save at 

least 60% of what they earn, but 

what have the Negro saved? Who 

made those factory silk shirts, and 

those expensive silk socks that you 

bought? Who sold them to you, it 

was the white man. It grieves me; it 

brings me to tears, when I see a 

race not of children, but of matured 

minds playing with their destiny.” 

AN EDUCATOR 

The Gospel According To 

Lerone Bennett Jr. 

“An educator in a system of 

oppression is either a revolutionary 

or an oppressor.” 

CONTENT OF YOUR 

CHARACTER 

The Gospel According To 

W.E.B. Dubois 

“Children learn more from what 

you are than what you teach.” 

DEPENDENT ON 

OTHERS 

The Gospel According To 

Marcus Garvey 

“If white people were dependent 

on others, they would not be as 

successful as they are today. If 

Japan were dependent on other 

countries, she would not be as 

successful as she is today. As long 

as the Negro is dependent on other 

groups, he will remain the lowest 

down.” 
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BETTER YOUR OWN 

CONDITION 

The Gospel According To 

Marcus Garvey 

“The illiterate and shallow minded 

Negro, who can see no further than 

his nose is now the greatest 

stumbling block, in the way of the 

race. He tells us that we must be 

satisfied with our condition, and 

that we must not think of building 

up a nation of our own. He will say 

that we must not seek to organize 

ourselves racially, but we must 

depend on the good feelings of the 

other fellow for the solution to the 

problem that now confronts us. 

This is a dangerous policy, and it is 

my duty to warn against it. The 

Negro must take it upon himself to 

better his own condition.” 

YOU AIN’T RIGHT IN 

THE HEAD 

The Gospel According To 

Dr. Yosef Ben Jochannan 

“When you god and savior looks 

like your master and enslaver, you 

become the principal agent in your 

destruction.” 

JAILS and PRISONS 

The Gospel According To 

Angela Davis 

“Jails and prisons are designed to 

break human beings, to convert the 

population into specimens in a zoo, 

obedient to out keepers, but 

dangerous to each other.” 

FREEDON IN POVERTY 

The Gospel According To 

Sekou Toure 

“We prefer freedom in poverty to 

opulence in slavery.” 

RACISM AIN’T SO BAD? 

The Gospel According To 

Julia Jordan-Zachery 

“Make no mistake in deed we are 

at war. This is a war where some of 

us fight to be recognized as human. 

This is a war where the opponent 

demands us to be kind and loving 

in the face of the 

racist/sexist/classist drones they 

drop on us on a daily basis. This is 

a war waged by racist zealots and 

“liberals” alike who tell us either to 

stop talking about race or that 

racism is not so bad as it was in the 

past—after all we are making 

progress.” 

NO NEUTRAL GROUND 

The Gospel According To 

Kwame Ture 

“If your people are oppressed and 

you are not involved in any action 

to help your people, then by your 

very act you are against your 

people…there is no neutral 

ground.” 

OUR BEATING HEART 

The Gospel According To 

Dr. John H. Clarke 

“Africa is our center of gravity, our 

cultural and spiritual mother and 

father, our beating heart, no matter 

where we live on the face of this 

Earth.” 

CHILD TO MOTHER 

The Gospel According To 

Dr. John H. Clarke 

“A people’s relationship to their 

heritage is the same as the 

relationship of a child to its 

mother!” 

NEVER BE FEARFUL 

The Gospel According To 

Rosa Parks 

“You must never be fearful about 

what you are doing when it is 

right.” 

THE LAWS OF MA’AT 

The Gospel According To 

Booty Adams 

“It’s obvious that Black folks have 

been doing some stupid shyt all 

along or we would have never 

come up with the Principles of 

Ma’at long ago. These laws were 

anywhere from 32 to 400 laws 

designed to govern ourselves. It’s 

also obvious that we can rectify our 

faults or we wouldn’t have been 

around on our planet for millions of 

years!” 

REMAIN A SLAVE 

The Gospel According To 

Dr. Anthony T. Browder 

“To not know what happened 

before your ancestors were 

slaves…is to always remain a 

slave!” 

KAMITE 

EXTRATERRESTRIAL 

The Gospel According To 

Bobby Hemmitt 

“I represent what the Afrocentric 

movement was suppose to filter 

into. After we learned the history, 

we needed to learn the mystery. 

The original mystery was all about 

raising yourself up to the 

illuminating point. Us becoming 

GODS! To some of the brothers 

and sisters in the Afrocentric 

movement it sounds strange, but 

they always talk about the 

mysteries.  

The mysteries are nothing but the 

metaphysics of the occult realm. 

The alkhemical side is the deepest 

component of the mysteries. The 

metaphysics is just as legitimate as 

the historical aspect of things we 

talk about because we have 

bibliography. That’s the good part 

about it. Nobody can say that it’s 

not authentic. I knew when I started 
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out ten years ago that I would have 

to put text up their ass. The mystery 

is just as legitimate as the history, 

because history is just a lie agreed 

upon! 

A CRUEL JEST 

The Gospel According To 

Dr. Martin L. King Jr 

“It is a cruel jest to say to a 

bootless man that he should lift 

himself by his own bootstraps. It is 

even worse to tell a man to lift 

himself by his own bootstraps 

when somebody is standing on the 

boot.”  

THE WHOLE BALL OF 

WAX 

The Gospel According To 

Dr. Leonard Jeffries 

“Let’s talk about who financed, 

planned, operated, maintained the 

slave system. Let’s talk about every 

slave ship being blessed by a 

Protestant minister or Catholic 

priest. Let’s talk about the Catholic 

Church initiating this. Let’s talk 

about the Danes, the Dutch, the 

Portuguese, the French, the Scots, 

the Swedes, the Brandenberg 

Germans that were involved in the 

slavery for hundreds of years—

Jews and Gentiles, Arabs and 

Christians. Let’s deal with the 

whole ball of wax. Let’s not just 

say that Africans sold Africans into 

slavery. 

 

NEVER MAKE A MOVE 

TOO SOON 

B. B. King 

“I’ve been from Spain to Tokyo 

From Africa to Ohio 

I never try to make the news 

I’m just a man who plays the Blues 

I take my loving everywhere 

I come back and they still care, you 

know 

One love ahead, one love behind 

One in my arms and one on my 

mind 

It’s one thing Baby 

I never make my move too soon!” 

AMERICA’S WAY OF 

THINKING 

Nina Simone 

“Slavery has never been abolished 

from America’s way of thinking!” 

MIXING OF RACES 

Nina Simone 

“I do not believe in mixing of the 

races. You can quote me. I don’t 

believe in it, and I never have. I’ve 

never changed. I’ve never changed 

my hair. I’ve never changed my 

color. I have always been proud of 

myself and my fans are proud of 

me for remaining the way I’ve 

always been.” 

DON’T LET ‘EM TAKE IT 

Jim Kelly 

“People might take your money, 

your car, your wife, your girlfriend; 

they might do a lot of things. But 

never let them take your spirit. 

Once that happens, everything’s 

over with.”  

YOU BETTER 

APOLOGIZE 

Muhammad Ali 

“If you even dream of beating me, 

you better wake up and apologize!” 

SLAVERY 

INTERRUPTED 

The Gospel According To 

Mutabaruka 

“Slavery is not African history. 

Slavery interrupted African 

history!” 

DON’T BE SILENT 

Zora Neale Hurston 

“If you are silent about your pain, 

they’ll kill you and say you enjoyed 

it.” 

SPRITUAL VALUES 

The Gospel According To 

Malcolm X 

“Look at the women in America, 

young and old. Hardly any moral 

values are left in them. You can 

measure this by their dress and 

attire. Their spiritual values are 

almost destroyed, because of their 

emphasis on material things.” 

AFRICAN LIBERATION 

The Gospel According To 

Runoko Rashidi 

“I am able to tolerate many things 

in our community. But the one 

thing that I have no time for today 

is a Black man today who says that 

he is about African liberation but 

does not want a Black woman in 

his life. That one I have no 

tolerance for. Don't even bother to 

contact me.”  

WHEN THEY CAN’T 

DEFEAT YOU 

The Gospel According to 

Dr. Khallid Muhammad 

“When White folks can’t defeat 

you, they’ll always find some 

Negro, some boot licking, butt-

licking, buck-dancing, bamboozled, 

half-baked, half-fried, pasteurized, 
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homogenized nigger, that they can 

trot out in front of you!” 

NOT EVERONE CARES 

The Gospel According To 

Tony A. Gaskins Jr 

“You can’t let everyone speak into 

your life, because some people 

don’t know their left from right and 

want to give you directions. Not 

everybody cares; some people just 

want to hear your problems to feel 

about their life.”  

VIOLENCE OF TODAY 

The Gospel According To 

Julian Bond 

“Violence is Black children going 

to school  for twelve years and 

receiving six years worth of 

education.” 

OBAMACARE 

The Gospel According To 

Dr. Ben Carson 

“Obama Care aims to make all of 

us subservient to the government. It 

was never about health care. It was 

about control!”  

GETTO OUT THE 

GHETTO BLUES 

The Gospel according to 

Carter G. Woodson 

“If the Negro in the ghetto must be 

eternally fed by the hand that 

pushes him into the ghetto, he will 

never become strong enough to get 

out of the ghetto.” 

THY’RE NOT 

AMERICANS 

The Gospel According To 

Kwame Ture 

“They wiped out an entire nation 

to take the land. Changed the name 

and called themselves Americans. 

When you call them an American, 

you obliterate the correct history. 

They are not Americans.  They are 

European settlers, that’s all that 

they are! If they’re not European 

settlers, they’re certainly the sons 

and daughters of European settlers. 

They’re not Americans. You 

should not call them Americans. To 

do that, you misrepresent the red 

man who owns this land. They are 

Europeans. They are Europeans! 

THE MASTER’S TOOLS 

The Gospel According To 

Audre Lorde 

“The master’s tools will never 

dismantle the master’s house!” 

FACTS & EVIDENCE 

The Gospel According To 

Michael Imhotep 

“If we disagree, let’s disagree on 

the facts and evidence, not the fact 

that you don’t want to deal with the 

evidence.” 

ASK THE 

WHITE GIRL 

 

(Yes, of course!) 
Submitted by MACK the KNIFE 

Excerpts taken from an interview 

of Sally Lou Buffy Hannah Mae 

Jones. This interview was 

conducted with the highest level 

of security and safety for the 

interviewer. At no time did the 

interviewer feel threatened or 

endangered.    
Mack: Did White folks discover 

America? 

Sally Lou: Yes, of course. We sent 

our men out for whatever they 

could beg, borrow or steal. We 

have no family pride and no shame 

when it comes to taking things. 

With the men gone that was more 

for us to eat.  

MACK: Do you believe in sexual 

discrimination? 

Sally Lou: That depends. It 

depends on whether I am having 

my way or not. If I am getting 

everything I want, than I don’t give 

a rat’s ass. If I am not, than I am 

being discriminated against and I 

want my fair share of the spoils we 

get from ravaging the Earth. Do 

you hear me? I want my fair share. 

Diamonds are a girl’s best friend. 

MACK: Well, do you believe that 

men and women should be treated 

equal? 

Sally Lou: That depends. If I do not 

get my fair share of what is stole, I 

am not being treated equally and I 

am going to scream and bitch from 

the U. S. to Britain to Australia. 

Just as long as there is somebody to 

look up to me, that is a good start. 

A girl needs to be treated like a 

lady every once in a while. 

MACK: Are White women 

superior to Black women? 

Sally Lou: Yes, of course. As a 

White women I have learned to 

send men and children forth to get 

what I want. I am their primary 

teacher and they bring me land and 

resources so I can be a happy 

White Queen of Plenty. All Black 

women want to do is beg and go on 

welfare. They give their men & 
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children to others to shape their 

dreams and reality.  White women 

like to make their own reality. We 

do not like second place. There is 

no such thing as a Black Queen. 

Black women can only be our 

servants or slaves. Don’t you 

agree? 

MACK: If you don’t mind Sally 

Lou, I’ll save my thoughts for my 

commentary. Just a couple more 

questions. 

MACK: What do you think about 

the governments of the world? 

Sally Lou: I think President Bush is 

doing a fine job for now. Seems to 

me that he is keeping the trouble 

making to a minimum. I just wish 

fewer riffraff entered the country. I 

mean just how does the 

government survive giving out so 

many handouts? 

MACK: Do you care about the 

children of people of other races? 

Sally Lou: Not very much. I don’t 

think they should be my problem. I 

worry about my survival primarily. 

I mean what can they do for me. I 

need room, space and things. I want 

to keep my freedom and come and 

go as I please. My children come 

before all others. Other people’s 

kids can divide anything left.              

COMMENTARY BY MACK: 

After doing this interview, all I 

wanted to do was chill out for 

awhile and make sense out of 

what I just heard. There isn’t 

much difference between a white 

boy and a white girl, but the real 

challenge is up to you. Find some 

white boy or some white girl and 

ask them some poignant 

questions about their race. Do the 

research. One day we may be 

digging up some of their 

ancestors and doing some serious 

research as to where they came 

from and why they suddenly 

disappeared. Peace. . MACK 

 

 

CRACK HEAD 

NEWS 

KEEPING DUMB 

SHYT REAL 

CRISIS IN THINKING 

EDITION 

Contributions from you and the 

 Staff of the Nubian Network 

No matter how much 50, 40, 30 

and 20 year olds want old hip hop 

to make a comeback, that ain’t 

happening.  We are not going back 

to your high school days. We are 

not going back to the 70’s, 80’s or 

90’s. You are going to have to get 

over it. By the way, neo-soul ain’t 

coming back either! What we have 

here is a crisis in thinking.  

President Obama has unveiled an 

initiative — dubbed "My Brother's 

Keeper" — that in part focuses on 

reducing disproportionately high 

unemployment rates in the African-

American and Hispanic 

communities.  

Okra and water melon are good for 

diabetes sufferers! They are not 

slave food. Some fools get a lot of 

things twisted. 

Mexican and Columbian cartel are 

not responsible for supplying White 

people with Meth. 

Methamphetamines are something 

they can go to any drug store, get 

the ingredients and make 

themselves. Not too much skill 

involved.  

African people, the original 

humans, were the first people to 

perform an exorcism on color-less 

people. Of course, it didn’t work 

and they escaped into the caves and 

ice of what is now Europe, living 

like vampires. Being Black has 

always been important in this 

realm, even if the majority of the 

Negroes on the planet are now 

looking at the world backwards. 

Now, even some Black people need 

to be exorcized of White people’s 

demons.    

White women have been playing 

Black women of stature for years. 

All they have to do is throw on 

some dark make up, some hair 

weaves and extensions, and some 

form shaping suits.  

The BUTLER was the top grossing 

Black film in 2013. Made over 

$100 mill! 

Every time the President wants 

some sex, all he got to do is go to 

that Scandal girl. They ain’t equal. 

He is the shot caller, she ain’t! 

A thousand Black ministers called 

for the impeachment of President 

Obama due to his stance on 

homosexuality and homosexual 

marriage. The media hid this story 

very well. Put it in the closet.  

Just because you and your crew 

wanna call people that look like 

you Black, Brown, Moors, 

Nubians, Coloreds, Mixed, 

Africans, Semites, Israelites or 

whatever, don’t mean they wanna 

call themselves that or even 

recognize what is coming out of 

your mouth! COME AGAIN! 

Race only matters to White people. 

Black people may be blinded by the 

White light! 

Never forget about the Trans 

Sahara Slave Trade. Some people 
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call it the Islamic Slave Trade. Do 

your own research. .  

If you want a good investment for 

the coming years, invest in 

marijuana stock. It’s becoming a 

legal drug trade for investors. Half 

the states in the U.S., including 

some in the conservative South, are 

currently considering 

decriminalization of the drug or 

legalizing it for medical or 

recreational use. The future for the 

U.S. may be a lot of reefer junkies 

to go along with the alcoholics. 

One percent of Europeans (the 

Elite) control 94% of their 

populations. The other 4% are 

professionals, who handle social 

engineering for the Elite. 

Want to break any men down 

quickly. Just kill or threaten to kill 

their women and children and they 

ain’t got no fight no more, unless 

they homosexuals. Though 

homosexuals may lack children, 

they still got a Ma Ma. Some of 

them can be broken too.  

You don’t have White females or 

White feminist walking around 

talking about end the system of 

White supremacy! Just ask some of 

the Black feminist! 

Business goes on as usual. Hillary 

Clinton is out on the campaign trail 

trying to get votes from system 

oriented and system educated Black 

women at the Delta Sigma Theta 

sorority national convention in 

Washington, D.C. Who is kissing 

ass and who is looking to do the ass 

kissing? We may soon find out! 

Just wait on the polling numbers 

and you’ll know who is Brown 

Nosing!.   

There is about as much of a 

Conscious community as there is a 

Christian community, Civil Rights 

community, Hip Hop community 

or Gay community. Where do 

people be getting this dumb shyt 

from? There is about 10,000 or so 

people, spread out across the 

planet, that swear they are 

Conscious and about 40 million 

folks that swear they are Christian, 

running to and fro. Christians got 

all kinds of temples, institutions, 

pictures, art work and all sorts of 

writings, whereas the Conscious 

folk do have ancient text, ancient 

structures and art work. Their job is 

to tell everybody what was stole 

from us and what we must get 

back, including our minds. The 

Civil Rights community has Martin 

Luther King Jr. as a lasting 

memory. Most of the “youth” think 

they are in the Hip Hop 

community, but they are corporate 

pawns big time. Always have been! 

They ain’t got too much of nothing 

but silly, pretend entertainment! 

Virtual reality for high school! Gay 

is just some hypothetical word 

thrown out there to confuse the hell 

out of everybody and everyone for 

the sake of political power and 

bullying the masses. Do the Math! 

There is a real crisis in thinking 

going on! 

People that are not organized don’t 

count. If you want to be a rugged 

individualist…help yourself! 

Can you imagine taking a nice hot 

bath in chemical water? It happens 

more often than people realize. 

When the little, small White man 

on Earth can’t help them cure their 

pains & problems, the Negro has to 

take their problems to the Big 

White Daddy in the sky! Have 

faith. Praise de Lawd! Whatever! 

WHAT YOU THINK IT IS, 

IT AIN’T! 

Negroes have to learn that they can 

never f#ck their way into the White 

world! 

Once you teach people to hate 

themselves, they will destroy 

themselves or make it easy for 

somebody to destroy them.  

Black people have had more 

related nationalities that any other 

people on the face of the Earth. If 

you haven’t studied at least 20 of 

these nationalities or 20 master 

teachers, you don’t know enough 

about your culture to form an 

intelligent opinion. Any Jack Off, 

Jackie Off or preacher can slap 

some shyt up on You Tube and if 

you ain’t studied anything or are 

steeped in mediocrity, you don’t 

know enough to know if they are 

making any sense. It takes precious 

time to even recognize 

consciousness or else you can take 

the short cut, get on your knees and 

put it in somebody else’s hands.   

Anyplace that Black women decide 

to nest or set up foundations, 

European men and women try to 

stomp these places out of existence. 

Haven’t anyone noticed this yet? 

Some backbone is still needed. At 

least we think so. What say you? 

We need any backbone or we just 

good with the foundation?  

No European country is waiting for 

broke ass Hill Billies, Rednecks, 

Pecker Woods, Tea-Party bums, 

Democrats, Republicans, 

Conservatives, Liberals, 

Independents or Crackers. Not if 

the broke ass! 

Black people need the Sun for 

vitamin D and healing. Color –less 

people can’t take the Sun’s rays, 

same as vampires, so they 

substitute the Sun’s energy with 

cow’s milk! GOT MILK? 

FRUSTRATION! 

EXTREMES! 

We are moving to a time period 

where there will be no doctors in 

the Black community; only medical 

techs and nurses.  

In the U.S. it’s legal to have sex as 

many times as an adult wants. 

Freedom reigns. No stipulations! A 

person can have sex hundreds and 

even thousands of times, with 

whomever or whatever they want. 

To keep it legal, a person can only 
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be charged in designated areas for 

whatever the market can bare.. If 

one gets diseased from any type of 

sexual activity, they should report it 

to some type of medical official as 

soon as possible.  

Little did the Christians know that 

they have always formed the body 

of the anti-Christ (Kryst)! They 

know not what they do! 

The POTUS has no jurisdiction or 

authority over African, Asian, 

European or South American 

countries or people. 

BOYCOTT FLORIDA! 

LET THEM FEEL SOME 

PAIN! 

Sneakers have replaced 

Timberlands as the top footwear in 

Black America. A few Black 

sociologists predict that PINK 

SLIPPERS may soon replace 

sneakers as the Black public’s 

footwear of choice. 

Cholesterol does not exist in 

vegetables. Vegetables do not clog 

arteries. 

This tax season has become violent 

for a few tax preparers and 

accountants in the U.S. When 

people don’t get what they want, 

things can get out of hand. So many 

people are expecting big refunds to 

help them get the toys they want 

and to pay some bills.  

White people would like a 

politician that can take them back 

to normal. Their normal and no one 

else’s! 

Cougars are the equivalent of 

female cradle robbers and just like 

men, can be sexual predators and 

pedophiles. Everything ain’t sugar 

and spice and everything nice.  

Black people love fantasy. They 

believe some White Sky Daddy is 

going to save them and he’s got 

lots of White profits, White holy 

men and lots of White Judges that 

work for him.  

Everybody can have a HOLY 

LAND, except for Black people. 

 

 

Shawty is now drowning in 

information, but thirsting for 

common sense. 

Yo is now drowning in 

information, but thirsting for 

common sense.   

In the name of the Jewish Father, 

the Jewish Son, the Jewish Holy 

Ghost, the Jewish profits, the 

Catholic, Jewish Popes and all the 

priests, bishops, clergy, ministers, 

pastors, reverends, holy men, holy 

women, altar boys, elders, deacons 

and deaconess ….AMEN RA!  

Beware the Gay Industrial 

Complex! 

All dope can be dangerous. There 

is a reason they call it dope 

dummy! You must think everybody 

is playing with you. 

White gangs sellin METH 

(methamphetamines) are about the 

fastest way to get white people to 

do away with each other.   

Attorney General Eric Holder is 

pushing Congress to eliminate 

mandatory minimum sentences for 

non-violent drug offenders and has 

sued Texas and North Carolina to 

overturn voter-identification laws 

that opponents say are more likely 

to keep minorities and the poor 

from voting. 

Butlers and maids are not allowed 

to use the “N” word. 

Black celebrities have to be 

responsible to Black people and not 

mis-direct them to products that are 

detrimental to our survival.  

Beware double agent, Black 

celebrities that advertise food and 

drink products that are not of the 

best interest to your body and your 

health. Black people do not do well 

with diets that contain high 

concentrations of animal fat & 

protein or drinks loaded with white 

sugar, just to name a few products 

usually endorsed by our own sell-

outs.  

If Bill Clinton were to become the 

Commissioner of the NFL, all the 

jobs will go to foreigners just like 

the jobs that were lost with the 

NAAFTA & GATT bills he helped 

sign into effect. You’ll find 

yourself rooting for some 

Canadian, Mexican, Russian or 

European football players on your 

home team Yo. You won’t be able 

to afford a ticket, you better pay 

your cable bill and if you want a 

job in the 200 billion-dollar 

stadium…you’ll need a college 

degree just to sell peanuts and 

popcorn. Bill will be sticking 

something up your butt and it won’t 

be no cigar Yo. 

World hunger could be eliminated 

if all the produce fed to cows, 

chickens and pigs raised for meat 

was distributed directly to hungry 

humans. 

Conservative talk show hosts see 

color. Maybe you don’t, but they 

do. Every day they talk about 

minorities which means YOU! 

Your liberal buddies talk about 

minorities too.  

ANNA GORDY GAYE 

LIVES, BEA GADDY 

LIVES, TRAYVON 

MARTIN LIVES, DR. 

CHEIKH ANTA DIOP 

LIVES, JORDAN DAVIS 

LIVES, EMMET TILL 

LIVES, CHOKWE 
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LUMUMBA LIVES and 

DR. JOHN H. CLARK 

LIVES!      

Our enemies knew that Hip Hop 

was the best way to keep a lot of 

mediocre people  

The NFL will push forth to throw a 

flag, a penalty, on anybody using 

the “N” word. Violators will be 

fined. At this printing you can call 

somebody a bytch, a faggie or a 

cracker red neck and everything is 

fine. Gag order number ONE, with 

more to come! 

In 1983, AIDS was first going to 

be called GRID- Gay Related 

Immuno Deficiency Disease. Gays 

did not like that shitz, so they 

rallied and made the Center for 

Disease Control back that shitz on 

out Yo. 

Some accountants are saying that 

the U.S. debt is more like $120 

trillion, not $17. 

After Gadhafi was killed, 6 

European countries divided up his 

money and did not give it to the 

Libyan people, whom they said 

they were protecting 

You better leave them drugs, 

chemicals and hybrids alone. One 

day your male children could wake 

up and have breasts just like a 

female.  Nope, they weren’t born 

that way. You helped them develop 

with your choices.  

What did you learn at Disney 

World? You learned that you are as 

dumb as a mouse and goofy as a 

duck, because these are the things 

that you think you must provide to 

your children to make them exist 

the same as White children and for 

them to feel complete. You can’t 

buy White privilege for them, but 

you can buy an escape to a similar 

fantasy. Right? Yelp! 

On the plantation, women had no 

need for men and men had no need 

for women. The master just had a 

need for slaves. The more things 

change, the more they stay the 

same. 

 

SHAWTY FRUSTRATED 

If all you keep seeing is you 

females as idiot, sex symbols and 

your males as idiot, thugs or trans 

sexuals, sooner or later, if ya mind 

ain’t  strong, you just might start 

believing it and start living it 

yourself! Do I have to keep 

repeating myself or will you know 

thyself? 

I don’t mean no harm, but if you 

think a female can be a god, than 

you must think a male can be a 

queen or goddess. If you mean 

deity, than say that, but get your 

genders straight. We got too much 

confusion as it is! 

Most members of the KKK are not 

as identifiable as they once were.  

Started at the bottom, still at the 

bottom and gonna stay at the 

bottom. You are a broke ass 

individual, with no rank and no 

chance of rising, unless you get 

with the program. Yelp, you and 

the people around you have been 

programmed. They tell you 

anybody that might help you crack 

the code is your enemy. Check 

mate, but you ain’t got one!  

Beware the Prison Industrial 

Complex.  

Hey Yo, don’t even try it! I ain’t 

got no Sky Daddy. I have a father, 

two grandfathers and 4 great 

grandfathers and so on and so on. 

But I don’t have no Sky Daddy. 

That’s keeping it real, as real as it 

gets! Get out my face! I don’t have 

anything else to prove to you with 

your twisted reality.  

Black women are the highest 

performing voters for the 

Democratic Party, most of them 

controlled by a hand full of 

ministers.  

 You can own your own Masters, 

but if the public can’t hear it and 

you got no distribution or rep…you 

got nothing Yo! 

Moor & more women are starting 

to have allergic reactions to 

condoms.  

People with White privilege can 

live on other people’s land, while 

those other people who own the 

land are held prisoners on 

Reservations for life. 

Dam, I wonder what happened to 

all the hip hop wanna bees that 

didn't have success? Somebody 

once told me the odds for rap 

success were about 20 in 20 

million. It sure seems that way. I'm 

not sure, but what can a recovering 

hip hop artist do? I can't imagine a 

struggling artist still at it in their 

50's, but I guess it's possible! 

You are a dam fool if you think 

that good will triumph over evil if 

the people who are implementing 

that evil are still implementing that 

evil. How long are you gonna play 

the clown and buffoon movie star? 

What’s up Boo?  

Guess what…anti-Black attitudes 

among Whites have risen 

drastically the last 10 years. I ain’t 

lying!    

One day President Obama, his wife 

and 2 children will ride off into the 

Gay sunset.  

Whoevers 30 years old, talking 

about they are young, must be 

working at a Senior Center!  
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Do we really have to talk about 

who is the cruelest and rudest 

person on Earth to Black females? 

If they can’t solve this problem, 

they haven’t developed into full 

womanhood yet.   

F. Y. I. 
COUNTRIES WITH 

THE MOST PEOPLE 

IN PRISON             

TOP FIVE 

UNITED STATES 

CHINA 

INDIA 

UKRAINE 

THAILAND 

EUROPEAN 

FACTS 

 

(SUBURBAN MYTHS?) 

Believe it or not! 

Europeans don’t really believe in 

birthing organs, they believe in 

sexual organs. Europeans have a 

concept of buying everything 

including sex, ownership, personal 

property and possession. They 

believe their property can have a 

sexual lifestyle 24/7!  

The Nehrus and Gandhis inherited 

power from the British upon Indian 

independence. 

The United States has a boatload of 

Hill Billies and Red necks, with no 

place to go. They can’t go back to 

Europe in poverty and expect for 

Europeans to receive them with 

open arms. 

Scandinavians don’t consider 

Italians or Jews as White. 

Europeans say that men and 

women are opposite sexes.  

Caucasians are a small group of 

people that depend on machines, 

weapons of mass destruction and 

the ignorance of other larger groups 

for their existence. 

Bestiality is completely legal in 18 

U.S. States. 

Marijuana is legal in only 2 States 

in the United States. Having sex 

with a horse is legal in 23 States. 

America has the largest prison 

population in the history of 

mankind. More men and more 

women behind bars than most 

countries put together.  

White people the world over want 

a politician that can take them back 

to normal. As always, each clan has 

a different definition of normal. 

That’s when they start killing each 

other, with white on white 

violence. 

To U.S. consumers, prices go up, 

very rarely do they go down. 

White people deny racism. It is the 

sum total of their behavior on this 

planet.  

In 2013, 30 to 40% of the U.S. was 

in drought! 

The Holy Roman Catholic Church, 

knowing that the Messiah was a 

Black Man, conveniently classified 

Black Afrikans as only 3/5ths 

human in order to justify slavery. 

White people disguise their 

thievery by the words “WAR” and 

“National Security”. 

In areas where Caucasoids 

dominate, it’s called a vacation 

when you can enter into someone 

else’s land, home or living space 

and turn it into a playground with 

servants for yourself and your 

family. 

In the U.S., 12 young bankers in 

the financial section have 

committed suicide so far this year. 

They all were employees.  

In Caucasian dominated societies, 

males and females can have sex 

with each other, with same sex, 

with children, plastic dolls, animals 

and foreign objects. Sex has 

nothing to do with spirituality. 

Male and females that classify 

themselves as White, are 

responsible for White supremacy. 

None of them are talking about 

giving up that system.  

In Britain, the 1807 parliamentary 

act made slave trading illegal on 

paper, but it took a further 60 years 

of dedicated Foreign Office 

diplomacy and Royal Navy 

enforcement to finally eradicate it.  

Colorless culture has an abundance 

of stories, themes and mythology 

about children abandonment and 

homosexual children, from 

Romulus and Remus to Superman.  

White people are fewer than 10% 

of the population of the planet.  

YAPPING 
Sistar Sekmet – Knight Shift 

We at the Nubian Network 

have better things to do than 

to argue with other Black 

people, but every once in a 

while, a Negro breaches 

security.  This is an abnormal 

situation and an abnormal 

person. Then we realize that 

we have to deal with a 

groupie or a person off-

vibration YAPPING about 

whatever. A person that is so 
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worried about what we do 

that they are into everything 

but a casket. This brief article 

is just a reminder that 

Negroes are not allowed on 

the site until February. We’ll 

handle all and any problems, 

but YAPPING is a NO-NO! 

We only deal with Black 

people collectively as being a 

part of the Nubian nation, 

because that is how the 

universe is looking at out 

situation. If you be off-

balance with us, we will 

gladly put you back in 

balance. 

ONE LUV, Peace-Out! 

BLACK 

FACTS 

 

All knowledge is rooted in reality 

Africans believe in birthing organs. 

Africans have a concept of love, 

respect and family. Africans don’t 

believe that someone can have a 

sexual lifestyle 24/7. 

In the United States, Black people 

are so afraid of dealing with White 

Supremacy and Racism, they blame 

each other for their failures. 

During Afrikan colonization, Neo-

colonization, Apartheid and Arab 

slavery, Afrikans in the Motherland 

had no choice but to live lives as 

bad as those Afrikans captured and 

put into slavery in the Americas. 

Individual advancement does not 

mean advancement for the race. 

One, two or ten people getting a 

good job does not mean an 

advancement to the race. 

 Afrikan people dominate white 

people numerically and genetically. 

Black women enroll in college 

more than any other race or gender.  

There are an estimated 2,000 

languages spoken across Africa. 

Many of them have similarities 

with Japanese and in some cases 

the same words has the exact same 

meaning.  

The land of Zimbabwe was being 

used to feed England and France 

before Mugabe’s attempt to give 

the land back to Afrikans. 

The first Universities that were on 

the planet were in Africa. 

Africanization means that Africans 

must own the wealth, the land and 

the minerals of Africa. 

The 1
st
 Africans to be sent to the 

New World were not from Africa, 

they were from the Mediterranean. 

The Arabs had turned on the 

Africans that helped them and sold 

them into slavery. 

No Afrikan has to apologize for 

colonization or slavery. Everything 

Indo-Europeans did to members of 

our race-family, they had already 

done to their own people. 

About 80% of the members of the 

Black Church in America are 

female. 

Barbados was under European rule 

the longest of all the Caribbean 

islands. 

Black children have a “deep 

memory bank” and their “instant 

recall ability” from memory is 

outstanding. These abilities are 

usually higher in these perspectives 

than children in other groups. 

In Afrikan culture, only a man and 

a woman can have sexual 

intercourse. Sexual intercourse is a 

spiritual, creation activity. 

Black people have had more 

related nationalities that any other 

people on the face of the Earth. 

Black people that want to be White 

people are dysfunctional.  

African=Americans give 99 1/2% 

of their income to Europeans. Most 

of the 10% they supposedly give to 

Black churches or religious temples 

goes to European banks. 

Every single religion, no exception, 

brought into Africa from the 

outside, did Africa more harm than 

good. 

At one time Haiti was the richest 

colony in the world, providing 

Europe throughout the 18
th

 century 

with vast quantities of coffee, 

indigo, cotton, rum and sugar. A 

rich, corrupt colonial society 

developed around this trade, which 

was completely dependent on 

slavery. 

Afrikans are a BC people.  

Arabs are an AD people. Arabs 

were in the slave trade before Islam 

came about.  

Spanish traders took the first 

African slaves to America in 1503. 

The 1
st
 revolution to take place in 

the Americas was in Palmares in 

Brazil. They practiced active 

Afrikan spirituality & religion. The 

people of Palmares had a free 

nation-state, which lasted for 100 

years, as they fought off all comers. 

The Portuguese were the first 

Europeans to begin capturing 

Africans and taking them back to 

Europe as slaves.  

After the slave ships left the 

continent of Africa, it was not long 

before Africa was divided up and 

colonized by European countries.  
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In Afrikan culture, the ability to 

stay with your children is the best 

definition of manhood. 

All African people come from the 

womb. None ever came from a rib. 

To Afrikans, not only is God both 

man and woman, but the Devil is 

also both man and woman. 

Afrikans don’t have a lot of 

factories, stocks and bonds, but 

they have land, can feed themselves 

and drink water if they unite and 

are left alone. 

Afrikan dress is a language. To 

people that don’t know language, 

its only a design or fashion. 

THE 

FREEDOM 
TEST 

Resubmitted by DoDo Brown 

Wanna see how free you are. 

Take the freedom test. 

1) Be late for work 4 days in 

a row. Nuff said! You 

either gonna be singing 

the blues or some Negro 

spiritual. Yeah, lift every 

voice. 

2) Don’t pay your property 

tax. You will find out 

what you own real quick. 

Don’t pay any sales tax. 

3) Do not pay your rent or 

mortgage at all for six 

months. This is not a 

prison test. Just checking 

up on the freedom. 

4) Grow your own food for 

2 weeks. No fast food 

joints, shops or parlors. 

Think about chopping 

some sugar cane and 

picking some water 

melons to eat. 

5) Don’t pay the cell phone 

bill. Put it away for a 

week or two. You won’t 

die and nobody will miss 

your calls that much 

either boo.  

6) Don’t pay the gas, 

electric or water bill for 4 

months. Have you some 

candles and put some 

water in a bucket for 

later. This means no CD’s 

or hip hop. Maybe you 

could learn to buck or tap 

dance a little bit.  

7) Make all your own 

clothes for seven months. 

Try picking some cotton 

to make a shirt or dress. 

Who cares if you half-

naked if you don’t have 

enough self-control to 

care about yourself? 

8) No drugs, no alcohol. 

This includes beedees, 

fags, pot, non-alcoholic 

beer or whatever. You get 

a fog only if you work in 

the tobacco field.   

That’s enough for now. If 

you can make it for six 

months not paying any of 

these bills or payments, you 

either a kid (including 

soldiers) or mentally 

challenged. Some of the 

things you cherish make you 

not too far removed from the 

dependent, needy slave on 

the plantation. Seems like 

you got a lot of stuff hanging 

over your head Boo. Not as 

many choices as you thought 

Yo. The more the plantation 

changes, the more it remains 

the same. Who calls all the 

shots and who makes sure 

there is a whip if you get out 

of place boy? Always 

remember…you may feel 

safe on the plantation, but 

soon as you get off, we all 

got our eyes eye ballin’ on 

you! Girl, what you done did! 

Somebody gotta pay for this 

selling out business! 

Freedom, the elusive myth?    

 

ALL DVD’S ARE 

STILL HALF 

PRICED AT THE 

SITE. 

Be sure to visit the  

NUBIAN 

MALL 

SEE YA! 


